Landing
When we are near our destination the pilot and cabin crew will prepare the plane for landing.

The plane will slowly start to make its way down towards the ground.

I will need to sit in my seat and fasten my seatbelt. This is important to keep me safe whilst the plane is moving.

I will need to keep my chair upright, the window shade up and my tray folded away. I can try to ask some for help like the plane staff or my family.
The cabin crew will come around and check everyone is wearing their seatbelts and that the plane is ready for landing.

They might also collect any blankets, pillows and headphones that I might have borrowed during the flight.

The pilot will tell the cabin crew to sit in their seats and prepare for landing.

There might be some noise and I might get a different feeling in my ears again. This only lasts a short time.
I also might feel a small bump as the wheels touch the runway. This lets us know the plane is on the ground.

When the plane has landed the pilot will drive it along the runway to a parking space.

I must stay in my seat and keep my seatbelt on until the plane has stopped and the pilot turns off the seatbelt sign. This is important so that I stay safe on the plane.
When the pilot turns off the seatbelt sign, people normally stand up and get their bags from the overhead locker. Then people will line up in the plane and wait for the doors to open so they can get off the plane.

I might have to wait for the people in front of me to leave before I can get out of my seat and leave the plane.

When it is my turn I can try to get my bag from the locker or under my chair. The cabin crew or my family might help me.

Then we can walk off the plane. Sometimes we might need to go down stairs or through and airbridge to get to the airport.